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Hazards
Taipei City is located in a Basin. The city is
surrounded by the Xindian River, Danshui
River, Keelung River, and Jingmei River
traverse. The total rainfall during the wet
season from May to October accounts for
62% of the total rainfall per year, which
makes Taipei City susceptible to flooding.
Taipei city is affected by an average of 3 to
4 typhoons every year. In addition to the
strong winds causing signs to fall, trees to
fall over, and major flooding due to the
amount of rainfall the city receives.
Meanwhile, Taiwan is located at the
junction of the Eurasia plate and the
Philippine Sea plate in the Pacific Ocean. It
is one of the most earthquake-prone areas
in the world, so Taipei city is inevitably
invaded by the earthquake.
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Hazards
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災害潛勢
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Response System

Taipei City EOC

Inter-agency Coordination

Decision Making and
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Response System
EOC Activation for Flooding
Normal operation

Disaster operation
Level 1
Level 2
⚫31 departments
⚫Weather team

Level 3/
Enforced L3
⚫Fire Department
⚫Weather team
⚫Relevant agencies

⚫13-16 departments
⚫Weather team
Staffed
Duty

Staffed

Taipei City Office
of Disaster
Management

Response System

EOC Operation for Level 1&2
Mayor
Procedures

order

• Fire Department or
authorities request the
mayor for EOC operation in
specific disaster situation

EOC Activation
request

request

advise

advise

• Fire Department informs
relevant agencies to join
• EOC is responsible for
incidents

Fire
Department
Authorities

inform

inform

EOC duty
commander

Response System
EOC Operation – Level 3 (Watch)

➢ Monitoring potential

disasters affecting city
➢ Watching weather,
collecting local and
national news
➢ Notifying disasters

Heavy Rainfall Warning
and Response
Photo By Jeff @ Taipei, 2017.07.09
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Heavy Rainfall Warning and Response
-Heavy Rainfall Prevention Plan
The government adopted the "establishment of a joint disaster
prevention cooperation model between the city government and the
citizens" and formulated the “Heavy Rainfall Prevention and Mitigation
Plan":
• Plan short, medium and long-term improvement projects
• Three stages of preparation before the disaster (before the rain),
response during the disaster (during the rain), and recovery after the
disaster (after the rain stopped)
• Establish disaster notification, disaster rescue and post-disaster
recovery teams to quickly start various emergency response and
recovery work
臺北市政府
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Heavy Rainfall Warning and Response-Mitigation

Disaster Preparedness
Taipei

Flood Map

Taipei City
Disaster Prevention Flood Information
APP
Flood gate Subsidy and
sandbag supply
Disaster
Outreach

臺北市政府

Flood map
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Heavy Rainfall Warning and Response-Mitigation
Rainfall info

Taipei City
Disaster
Prevention APP

Flood info

Evacuation info

Flood gate

臺北市政府

Sandbag
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Heavy Rainfall Warning and Response-Mitigation
推動核心

• Disaster Relief Volunteer：Learning from Japan, department of
civil affairs and fire department cooperate and train Taipei City
Disaster Relief Volunteer.
✓ Normal task: assist the public sector to jointly conduct disaster
prevention and relief publicity
✓ Disaster task: Assist the public sector and the private sector to
communicate and establish communication channels, which is
conducive to the transmission of information and increases
the efficiency of disaster prevention and relief

聯繫窗口

推廣宣導

主要組織者

溝通協調

• Autonomous disaster prevention in flooded communities:
Combining the concept of "resilient communities", disaster relief
volunteer will be promoted in the community and participate in
relevant training according to the "Key Points of Disaster
Prevention Training and Certification Management" to improve
the city's response capability to floods, typhoon and other
disasters.

臺北市政府
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Heavy Rainfall Warning and Response- Preparedness and Response

Academic institutions cooperate to improve the effectiveness of
severe weather warning

National Taiwan University

臺北市政府

Taipei City EOC
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Heavy Rainfall Warning and Response- Preparedness
and Response
雷達觀測
CWB Wins
Afternoon thunderstorm checklist

F0-24hr
Short-term, very short-term-short-term forecast and watch:
Use the afternoon thunderstorm checklist and radar,
lightning observations and other data to assess the
development and movement trends of convection, and to
convey early warning information in a rolling manner

Medium and long-term-comprehensive forecast:
Use the global model to qualitatively detect midand long-term weather system signals and
analyze the overall environment to grasp future
weather trends

F0-240hr
Global model

臺北市政府

F0-72hr
Medium and short term-quantitative trend forecast:
Quantified weather information of reference area
and collection model and assessment of areas
where heavy (heavy) rain may occur

Regional mode

Meiyu checklist
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Heavy Rainfall Warning and Response- Preparedness and Response
Rainfall info
Line group

Weather Analysis

EMIC
message

Typhoon

Citizens
registered on
the rainfall
information
service platform

Meiyu front Thunderstorm

NTU
Weather
Team

Real-time
and correct
weather info

消防局
應變中心

LINE

簡訊

Participation and Watch
Taipei City EOC

Participate in Level 3 EOC
for 24 hours from April to
October

臺北市政府

email
Telephone
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Video
consultation

phone

Departments
responsible
for disaster
prevention
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Heavy Rainfall Warning and Response- Preparedness and Response
Government response
measures

• Disaster investigation
and report

• Disaster rescue
operations
• Traffic control in
flooded areas

• EOC activation and
operation
• Evacuation

• Assist in disaster
report

• Familiar with and
cooperate with
emergency evacuation

Notification

Citizens cooperate in
disaster prevention

臺北市政府

• Assist side ditch
clearing
• Erection of protective
facilities such as flood
gates
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Heavy Rainfall Warning and Response- Recovery
The government has established a post-disaster review procedure for 8
parts including initiation of review operations, collection of problems,
confirmation of problems, formulation of countermeasures, review
meetings, completion reports, follow-up management and examination,
and personnel rewards and punishments, which will be initiated after the
completion of the post-disaster recovery task and write a review report to
fully record the response process and review results.
In order to speed up the city’s post-disaster recovery, the government
mobilize the city’s disaster prevention and relief units, public utilityrelated units, civil relief organizations, and the national army to form a joint
operation team to actively assist the affected people in returning to their
daily lives and city appearance as soon as possible.
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Conclusion and Outlook

A better and safer Taipei City
When faced with floods, engineering methods are often used to deal with them, but
their protection capabilities are limited, and they are often impacted by extreme
weather in recent years, and their methods are no longer sufficient to deal with them.
Although the invasion of natural disasters cannot be avoided, it is possible to
continuously strengthen the monitoring, early warning and emergency response
energy of the potential of Taiwan flood disasters, and to promote the public to face
the disaster prevention and rescue, and to enhance the autonomous disaster
prevention awareness and community disaster prevention capabilities. Communities
work together to reduce losses caused by disasters and restore urban functions as
soon as possible to make Taipei a safe city that is livable and sustainable.
臺北市政府
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Thank you for listening!
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